abstract: An improved understanding of dispersal behavior is needed to predict how populations and communities respond to habitat fragmentation. Most spatial dynamic theory concentrates on random dispersal, in which movement rates depend neither on the state of an individual nor its environment and movement directions are unbiased. We examine the neglected dispersal component of directed movement in which dispersal is a conditional and directional response of individuals to varying environmental conditions. Specifically, we assume that individuals bias their movements along local gradients in fitness. Random movers, unable to track heterogeneous environmental conditions, face source-sink dynamics, which can result in deterministic extinction or increase their vulnerability to stochastic extinction. Directed movers track environmental conditions closely. In fluctuating environments, random movers "spread their bets" across patches, while directed movers invest offspring in habitats currently enjoying propitious conditions. The autocorrelation in the environment determines each strategy's success. Random movers permeate entire landscapes, but directed movers are more geographically constrained. Local information constraints limit the ranges of directed movers and introduce a role for historical contingency in determining their ultimate distribution. These geographic differences have implications for biodiversity. Random movement maintains biodiversity through local coexistence, but directed movement favors a spatial partitioning of species.
It is fundamentally important for biodiversity conservation to understand how population and community dynamics are affected by changing land use patterns and the spatial configuration of fragmented habitats. Existing spatial dynamic theories assume that dispersal rates of organisms are constant and do not depend on the state of individuals or their environments and that movements are nondirectional and randomly oriented (e.g., Tilman and Kareiva 1997; Hanski 1999; Okubo and Levin 2001) . These assumptions are only appropriate for a rather limited set of questions, those that are insensitive to the particular representation of movement employed, and only for some species during some life stages. We develop an alternative representation of animal movement in which individuals sense and move in response to local environmental conditions. As we are interested in interactions between movement and ecological dynamics, we restrict attention to net movements over comparable timescales to reproduction and over spatial scales large enough to encompass significantly varying environmental conditions. Three classifications of movement predominate ecological theory. The first concerns organisms that display taxis; that is, they sense and respond to local environmental cues by moving directionally. Despite the commonality of this directed movement, we know little about its implications for ecological dynamics. Instead, the great majority of theoretical work on movement has examined random movers. Random movement assumptions could describe either actively moving organisms that are unable to respond to environmental cues (Skellam 1951; Turchin 1998) or passively dispersing ones, such as wind-dispersed seeds or planktonic organisms, which are exposed to currents that are not consistently directional (Kierstead and Slobodkin 1953; Possingham and Roughgarden 1990) . Random movements lend themselves to a symmetric diffusive-like spreading of organisms. Finally, there are passively dispersing organisms that rely on directional current systems for dispersal. For these organisms, movement occurs by advection, but we do not address that process here (see instead Armsworth and Bode 1999; Armsworth 2002; James et al. 2002) .
To model directed movement, we adopt a simple unifying framework. Specifically, we assume that the stimuli for individuals to move ultimately derive from variations in fitness. Moreover, we assume that individuals bias their movements to climb local fitness gradients. We do not model the cues used for orientation explicitly (but see Armsworth 2000) .
We know of only two other studies that examine the population dynamic consequences of fitness-dependent dispersal. In his study of Allee effects in a homogenous environment, Grindrod (1988) developed a partial differential equation formulation that also examined directional biases in movement along fitness gradients. Ruxton and Rohani (1998) examined the potential for conditional but nondirectional movements to stabilize complex population dynamics across a homogenous lattice, and they assumed patch-leaving decisions depended on local fitness. Our study is more general than these important precursors and provides the first comprehensive description of the ecological implications of fitness-dependent dispersal. Our treatment includes the first examination of the consequences of fitness-dependent dispersal in temporally variable and spatially heterogeneous landscapes. Evolutionary implications of directed movement will be addressed in forthcoming work (P. R. Armsworth and J. E. Roughgarden, unpublished results) .
Various examples of biased and conditional movement behavior have been considered in the literature on spatial dynamics. Typically, these studies assert a particular dependence of the dispersal coefficient on a single factor, usually either a density-independent resource gradient or conspecific or interspecific population density (e.g., Gurney and Nisbet 1975; Gurtin and MacCamy 1977; Ruxton 1996; Scheuring and Janosi 1996; Garcia-Ramos et al. 2000; Cantrell and Cosner 2001) . In special cases, such as in homogenous, stable environments or when population dynamics are density independent, these movement assumptions can be equivalent to fitness-dependent dispersal. But often it is assumed that these dispersal models continue to apply in situations where such behavior would be manifestly disadvantageous (e.g., Gurney and Nisbet 1975) . Our assumption of fitness-dependent dispersal generalizes and unifies these disparate assumptions into a compact alternative to random movement. Moreover, it captures the vision of movement as an endogenous, phenotypic response to variable environmental conditions.
The range of population and community dynamic consequences explored in studies of biased and conditional dispersal has been rather narrow. We strive to be much more comprehensive. We feel attaining a breadth of coverage is important because it allows us to seek common causes behind diverse results, because we seek to challenge the pervasiveness of random movement assumptions throughout spatial dynamic theory, and because of the breadth of applications in which a better understanding of dispersal processes is needed.
Our models are also connected to the habitat selection literature that traces back to Fretwell and Lucas's (1970) seminal work on the ideal free distribution. In the ideal free distribution, individuals are assumed to have perfect information and to sort themselves instantaneously across resource patches. Given the spatial and temporal scales of the processes involved in population and community dynamics, neither assumption is appropriate. Our assumption of movements being oriented so that individuals climb local fitness gradients provides a generally applicable minimal model that extends the behavioral intuition of optimal foraging theory to encompass landscape-scale demographic processes (Lima and Zollner 1996) . Unlike previous attempts to do this (e.g., Morris 1987; Rosenzweig 1991) , we embed movement into our description of demographics explicitly, we recognize the local information constraints on individuals, and we account for the spatially explicit nature of environmental heterogeneity.
Empirical support for a directed movement assumption can be found in diverse contexts. Studies that track individuals from a wide range of taxa document systematic deviations from trajectories predicted under random movement (e.g., Banks et al. 1988; Doncaster et al. 2001) . Various bird and butterfly species bias their movements at patch borders (Schultz and Crone 2001; Belisle and Desrochers 2002) , and fitness gradients will be steepest at such habitat boundaries. Indeed, individuals must bias their movement at habitat edges for corridors with large edge : area ratios to be successful as conservation tools. Recent appraisals of the efficacy of corridors demonstrate that species from a variety of taxa move preferentially through these habitat features and avoid crossing corridor edges (Tewksbury et al. 2002; Haddad et al. 2003) . Some species undertake repeated explorations of the surrounding habitat area prior to natal dispersal. These exploratory movements span a comparable range to dispersal distances and facilitate habitat selection (Larsen and Boutin 1994; Price et al. 1994) . Established populations display persistent biases in habitat selection (Doncaster et al. 1997; Doligez et al. 2002) . During range expansions some colonists settle preferentially in favorable habitats (Maurer et al. 2001; Gammon and Maurer 2002) . Hanski (1982) found that bird species become relatively less patchily distributed than insects as abundance increases and attributed this finding to the birds' superior abilities to locate suitable habitats. This results in bird populations filling out their ranges starting with the best quality sites.
Models
We examine a suite of spatial dynamic questions and review for each the consequences of assuming random movement versus assuming that individuals bias their movements along fitness gradients. We describe our models and simulations in this section and provide additional details of methods, derivations, and results in the appendixes in the online edition of the American Naturalist. We employ the simplest models possible that illustrate relevant dynamics. We first summarize predictions from deterministic two-patch models. We then show how these simple results underpin the findings of more complicated simulations that account for temporal variability, greater spatial heterogeneity, and more speciose communities. Finally, we focus on additional, unexpected dynamics that emerge in these simulations.
Analytical Models
Two versions of single species, two-patch models provide important contrasts between random and directed movement: one version describes source-sink dynamics and the other source-source dynamics. The basic models are given by
i j ii i i j j j for . Here, N i (t) is the population size in patch i, j {1, 2} i in year t, w i (N i (t)) is the fitness of individuals in patch i, and j ij is the proportion of individuals moving from patch j to patch i that year. We assume that there is no extra cost to dispersers via increased mortality and that fitness differences apply prior to any movement.
To model source-sink and source-source dynamics, we assume that
where r i and K i are positive constants and we restrict attention to parameters that give positive fitnesses and stable equilibrial dynamics. The contrasting movement assumptions are that
where j is a constant describing the propensity of the species to move and j ij is constrained to lie in [0, 0.5] and [0, 1] for random and directed movement, respectively. We assume that directed movements that affect next year's abundance respond to differential fitnesses experienced in the current year. With our directed movement assumption, we assume a relatively contiguous landscape in which individuals obtain information on the quality of adjacent habitat patches and in which microclimatic variation and habitat differences persist over spatial scales comparable to dispersal. We have introduced a rescaling constant c for directed movement. This rescaling has no implications for the analytical results and serves only to simplify the graphical presentation of the simulations that come later. The rescaling ensures that a given change to parameter j has related effects on total movement rates under each assumption. Specifically, in the simulations we choose c to equal the average fitness difference when a species is rare, which implies that movement rates are approximately equal for the two assumptions during this invasion stage. However, movement rates will not be comparable across all density levels because of the density dependence inherent in our directed movement assumption. Therefore, we restrict comparisons between random and directed movement to the direction of any trends as j varies when discussing the simulation results, and we recommend caution if drawing pairwise comparisons for particular j values.
Source-Sink Dynamics. In stable environments, random movers continually leave good habitats and attempt to colonize unsuitable habitats. If fitnesses in sink habitats are sufficiently low, then there is a maximum level of emigration that a population can sustain. This principle, tracing back to Skellam (1951) , underpins much modeling work on threats to species from habitat fragmentation. Our simple source-sink model with random movement captures this dynamic. There can be two nonnegative equilibriums: the extinction state and a stable equilibrium in which both patches are occupied and the source (patch 1) sustains the sink (patch 2) by immigration ( fig. 1a) . If dispersiveness is increased, the equilibrial abundance in the source decreases and that in the sink initially increases. If the quality of the sink is sufficiently poor relative to the source, the emigration drain on the source eventually becomes unsustainable, and deterministic extinction will result ( fig. 1a) . Specifically, if , the hitherto positive r ! r 1 2 equilibrium will exit the upper right quadrant when j crosses a critical threshold, and the stability properties of the equilibriums will reverse (app. A; fig. 1a ). Diffendorfer (1998) reviews evidence for source-sink dynamics that accords with this random movement model and finds con- equilibriums as j increases from 0 to 0.5 ( equilibrium; equilibrium). The diamond marks the position solid curves p stable dashed curve p unstable of the stable equilibrium for the upper curve when (panmixis); the equivalent point on the lower curve is in the negative quadrant. The j p 0.5 asterisk at the origin marks the extinction equilibrium, the position of which is unaffected by increases to j for random movement. Source-sink, directed: for directed movement, the two equilibriums at (0, 0) and (K 1 , 0) are marked by the asterisks; the positions of both are unaffected by changes to j. The dotted line separates equilibriums for which total abundance is greater than/less than K unchanged when j increases (asterisk at origin). The curves show the movement away from (K 1 , 0), (0, K 2 ), and (K 1 , K 2 ) of the other equilibriums as j increases from 0 to 0.5 ( equilibrium; equilibrium). The diamond marks the position of the interior solid curve p stable dashed curves p unstable equilibrium when (panmixis). Source-source, directed: for directed movement, the positions of the extinction state and the equilibrium at j p 0.5 (K 1 , K 2 ) are unaffected by increasing j (asterisks). The two unstable side equilibriums leave the positive quadrant (dashed curves). The dotted line separates equilibriums for which total abundance is greater than/less than . Parameters are .
vincing support in only three species; tellingly, all three are plants.
In contrast, the tendency to settle repeatedly in unsuitable habitats is lost when individuals are assumed to sense and respond to local environmental conditions by moving directionally. With directed movement, there is no incentive for individuals to move from good to bad habitats and the positions of the two equilibriums remain unchanged as dispersiveness j increases. Table 1 summarizes the contrasting consequences of each movement assumption for key species' attributes (see app. A for derivations).
Source-Source Dynamics. The source-source system describes dynamics within a species' fundamental niche. With no movement, the system would have four nonnegative equilibriums:
, (K 1 , 0), (0, K 2 ), and
, which represent an unstable node, two saddles unstable to perturbations that introduce individuals into the unoccupied patch, and a stable node, respectively. As j is increased from 0 for either movement assumption, a population is always able to fill out its fundamental niche, and the two side equilibriums leave the nonnegative quadrant ( fig. 1b) . The extinction state remains unaffected by changes to j. We concentrate on the interior equilibrium. For random movement, persistent emigration results in a costly mismatch of abundance to environmental carrying capacity (Gadgil 1971; Hastings 1983; Holt 1985) . The (K 1 , K 2 ) equilibrium shifts with the introduction of random movement so that the patch with the larger K value becomes underpopulated, and the one with the smaller K becomes overcrowded (fig. 1b; Holt 1985) . However, for directed movement, this stable equilibrium remains unchanged at (K 1 , K 2 ) when j is increased (app. A). In this state, the fitnesses are equalized, and there is no further incentive for individuals to move. Again, table 1 summarizes implications of the two movement assumptions (see app. A for derivations).
Fluctuating Environments
The incentive for directed movers to disperse is lost in undisturbed environments once fitnesses are equalized across source patches and sink patches are depopulated. However, there is always an incentive to disperse in fluctuating environments, in which directed movers must shift through space to track changing environmental conditions. We examine fluctuating timescapes to tease apart the consequences of gradient climbing behavior per se from those that instead derive from an eventual cessation of movement.
We construct two-patch fitness timescapes in which random shocks are applied to equation (1). Each year the Unchanged by j at K 1 Increases with j initially if patch with higher carrying capacity is also the more productive; i.e., and
Unchanged by j at K ϩ K fitnesses are perturbed by spatially independent random variates. Our conclusions are not sensitive to the assumption of independence (app. B), an issue we elaborate on in the "Discussion." We generate these perturbations from first-order autoregressive processes with normal shocks, which allow for temporal autocorrelation within patches. Uncorrelated timescapes (autocorrelation coefficient ) are compared with highly correlated ones ( r p 0 r p ). The resulting stochastic processes are studied by sim-0.9 ulation. For each simulation, both random and directed movers are exposed to the same suite of environmental conditions. We include a density-dependent mortality component in the sink patch for source-sink timescapes (app. B). This inclusion precludes the possibility of exponential growth in that patch in instances where local environmental conditions are sufficiently advantageous that the sink temporarily switches to become a source.
Random movement smooths across spatially varying environmental conditions (table 2) . Such movements allow a species to spread the risk of sampling locally unfavorable conditions by spatially averaging fitnesses across sites (Kuno 1981; Bascompte et al. 2002) . The abundance of randomly moving species becomes positively correlated across the patches because of this spatial averaging (table  2; fig. 2 ). The strength of the correlation increases with increasing dispersiveness, j, and in the limit where j p , the populations are well mixed, and the two patches 0.5 effectively constitute a single unit. Also, because of this averaging process, interpatch spatial variation and intrapatch temporal variation in abundance may decrease as dispersiveness increases (table 2) .
In contrast, directed movers target their bets and invest their offspring in locations that presently favor reproductive success. Directed movement concentrates the population in whichever patch enjoyed the better environmental conditions in the current year (e.g., fig. 2, crosses) . This outcome could render the population vulnerable to local catastrophes if environmental conditions prove very different in subsequent years. Therefore, the success of a directed movement strategy depends on the temporal consistency of environmental conditions. Because directed movers express common preferences for one patch over the other, their abundance can become negatively correlated across the patches, with the strength of the correlation increasing with dispersiveness (table 2; fig. 2 ).
The consequences of the two movement behaviors for source-sink dynamics are illustrated in figure 3. This figure summarizes the main points, and the results for all factorial combinations are shown in appendixes A and B. The deterministic predictions regarding the vulnerability of random movers to persistent emigration continue to dominate their dynamics. When average conditions in the sink are sufficiently poor, persistent emigration from the source ensures that the total abundance of random movers declines as dispersiveness increases ( fig. 3a) . The coefficient of variation (CV) of abundance increases due to the corresponding loss of stability ( fig. 3b ). Deterministic extinction would not occur for the particular parameter combination in figure 3, which corresponds to the upper curve in fig. 1a with . However, the suppression of the r 1 r 1 2 population by persistent emigration is sufficient to leave it more vulnerable to stochastic extinction, and extinctions In comparison, the performance of directed movers in source-sink environments is only marginally affected by dispersiveness ( fig. 3 ). The reduced vulnerability of directed movers to persistent emigration is a general property of gradient climbing and is not just a consequence of adopting a sedentary lifestyle.
In the source-source simulations, we see more clearly the additional effects imposed when environmental conditions fluctuate. These can be secondary to the underlying deterministic signal for source-sink examples. The relationship between the success of a directed movement strategy and the temporal consistency of the environment underpins the results in figure 4 . In uncorrelated environments, where present conditions are uninformative about future conditions, the abundance of directed movers decreases with increasing vagility, and the CV of abundance increases as populations lose their stability. Neither trend is apparent for autocorrelated environments, nor for random movers (app. B).
Landscapes
Our assumption is that directed movers respond to local gradients in fitness, but in two-patch models there is no difference between tracking local gradients and possessing global information. By considering greater spatial heterogeneity, we examine the local information constraints on individuals.
We constructed linear landscapes of 50 patches that each obey an equation similar to equation (1) (app. B). Movement is represented by extending equation (3) to allow movement one patch to the right and left per time step based on local fitness differences. The boundaries of the landscape are reflecting. The landscape of fitnesses is generated by taking a weighted average of the source-sink fitnesses in equation (2) ). The dynamics are examined by r p 0.9 simulations in which both random and directed movers are exposed to the same landscape conditions. For the initial conditions, we first seeded each source location at its local carrying capacity (labeled ). Then, we in-IC p 1 troduced one individual into a randomly selected patch with all other patches being initially empty ( ). IC p 2 If random movers persist anywhere, then they are typically present at some density throughout the landscape ( fig. 5c ). Some individuals persistently emigrate from source habitats into nearby sink areas. Others move from source patches with larger carrying capacities into those nearby that have lower carrying capacities, even when these habitats are already overcrowded. Due to these averaging properties, random movement smooths over environmental heterogeneity ( fig. 5a , 5b; Roughgarden 1974), and abundance patterns become homogenized with increasing dispersiveness. Directed movers have no incentive to enter sink habitats and only occupy source patches ( fig. 5d ). Within source areas, directed movement allows individuals to track changing carrying capacities closely and thereby preserves the underlying environmental heterogeneity. These equilibrial properties for random and directed movers parallel the results of the analytical twopatch models.
The ultimate distribution of random movers is insensitive to the initial conditions, and there is no role for history in determining this distribution ( fig. 5c ). However, there is an important role for historical contingency in determining distributions of directed movers when we account for the local nature of information available to individuals ( fig. 5d) . When a single directed mover is introduced into a patch to simulate an invasion, the individual and its offspring initially move in the direction of increasing productivity by tracking r gradients in the vicinity of the invasion point. This can be thought of as the colonization stage of the invasion. If the individuals locate a source patch, then the population will persist. Gradually, local crowding effects come to outweigh productivity in determining the incentives for individuals to move. The invasion then undergoes a consolidation phase during which the population expands until its range fills all source habitats that form a contiguous unit around the local productivity peak. However, at this point the invasion halts. The lack of complete information prevents directed movers from pushing through unfavorable sink habitats to discover and colonize more distant source areas ( fig.  5d ). Moreover, the invasion fails if the local fitness peak happens to be a sink. The limiting nature of information implies that the initial invasion point plays an important role in deciding the particular equilibrial distribution attained.
The special case of a range expansion through a homogenous landscape of sources is often discussed as evidence to support a random movement assumption (Skellam 1951; Andow et al. 1990 ). In such a landscape, directed movement reduces to a particular form of density-dependent diffusion studied by Aronson (1980) and Newman (1980) . Those authors showed that directed movers exhibit an invading wave phenomenon similar to that for random movers (Fisher 1937; Shigesada and Kawasaki 1997) . For random movers, the invading wave is driven by diffusive spread, but for directed movers it is driven by crowding aversion. The shapes of the wave fronts differ for the movement assumptions ( fig. 6 ).
Range sizes for random movers exceed their fundamental niche, because if random movers persist anywhere, then, typically, they are present throughout landscapes ( fig.  7) . In contrast, directed movers are restricted only to source habitats. For invasions ( ), the realized niche IC p 2 of directed movers is much smaller than their fundamental niche ( fig. 7b ) because of the additional limitations imposed by local information.
In heterogeneous landscapes, when individuals are seeded at local carrying capacity in all source patches ( ), directed movers persist in that distribution. In IC p 1 contrast, random movers suffer occasional extinctions when the emigration from sources to sinks is unsustainable ( fig. 8a ). When invasions are simulated ( ), a small IC p 2 amount of movement of either type reduces extinction rates relative to those observed with no movement ( fig.  8b ), because it enables colonists to escape unfavorable set- 
Biodiversity Patterns
To understand the consequences of directed versus random movement for maintaining biodiversity, we extend the basic models to consider competition between two species. Specifically, we assume Lotka-Volterra competition and that the interaction coefficients are such that each species would exclude the other from one patch in the absence of movement. That is, and that the reverse holds in patch 2. We assume that the species have equal r and K values for brevity. When there is no movement, the two-patch competition model achieves a stable equilibrium in which each species is at carrying capacity in the location where it is dominant and is absent from the other site. When a small amount of random movement is introduced, an equilibrial metacommunity results in which the two species coexist in both sites and a species is sustained in the patch where it is competitively inferior by immigration from the patch where it is dominant (app. A; see also Levin 1974; Amarasekare and Nisbet 2001) . In contrast, the original equilibrium is maintained as j increases with directed movement and each species exists in monoculture in the patch where it is favored. Thus, random movement results in an increase in a diversity (local species richness) at the expense of b diversity (community dissimilarity; see also Shmida and Wilson 1985; Mouquet and Loreau 2003) . Provided random movement rates are only modest, then regional or g diversity is unaffected. However, too much random movement can result in the complete exclusion of one species and a reduction in g diversity (app. A; see also Levin 1974; Amarasekare and Nisbet 2001; Mouquet and Loreau 2003) . On the other hand, directed movement leaves a, b, and g diversity unchanged.
We extend this simple model to examine landscapes of more diverse communities. We release 30 competing species into 20-patch linear landscapes in which each patch has associated with it a randomly generated interaction matrix that satisfies a particular set of assumptions about We use a different rescaling constant c for the biodiversity simulations (app. B), because with equal r values, the fitnesses are equal when species are rare. We compare two types of competitive metacommunity. In the first type (Type I), the a values are normally distributed about 1, which could allow coexistence of some species in an isolated site. In the second type (Type II), a strict dominance hierarchy is assumed, and coexistence would not be possible in isolated patches. The ordering of the hierarchy is determined randomly for each patch. We simulated varying degrees of spatial correlation in the interaction coefficients for both community types and in the dominance relations for Type II communities. Adding spatial correlation did not change the qualitative results, which are therefore shown only for uncorrelated communities. We revisit this issue in the "Discussion." Competitive metacommunities are simulated for both directed and random movement for each suite of interaction matrices. We measure a diversity as the average species richness in a patch and g diversity as the total species richness in the landscape. Then, we define b diversity to be the ratio g/a (Ricklefs and Miller 2000) .
The metacommunity simulations (app. B) support the analytical predictions concerning a and b diversity. From the single species results, we expect random movers to permeate entire landscapes. Therefore, we expect their local diversity to be high, but with little contrast among communities. For both types of competitive community, even a small amount of random movement results in species-rich local communities (high a diversity; fig. 9a , 9b) of identical composition (no b diversity; fig. 9c, 9d) . We also know from the earlier results that directed movement promotes smaller, more isolated ranges. As such, directed movement should sustain a reduced local diversity of species but greater diversity of communities. In line with these expectations, local communities are less speciose with directed movement but remain distinctive ( fig.  9a-9d ) .
Directed movement maintains regional diversity for both metacommunity types ( fig. 9e, 9f ) , as predicted by the analytical results. The results for random movement in communities of Type I also agree with our analytical predictions, and an excess of random movement results in a decline in g diversity ( fig. 9e) . However, for the hierarchical communities, the relationship between dispersiveness and overall species diversity appears unimodal, and diversity is maximized at intermediate dispersal rates (fig. 9f ) . Here, the spatial averaging caused by random movement allows species to temper the rather strict local community structure that we imposed. At first, this results in an increase in the number of species that can persist regionally with increasing dispersiveness. However, with an excess of random movement, the metacommunity starts to operate like a single unit, and regionally weaker competitors are lost from the system.
Discussion

Summary of Results
Organismal movements are typically represented in population and community dynamic models as being unconditional and randomly oriented. However, ecological theories, and the experimental hypotheses they inform, depend sensitively on what is assumed about dispersal behavior, and markedly different predictions result when movement is considered a directional response of individuals to varying environmental conditions. We catalog a suite of contrasting implications of random and directed movement, but these are all attributable to three underlying distinctions. Persistent emigration. When there are consistent differences between habitats, random movement is ultimately costly, because it results in the persistent emigration of individuals away from desirable habitat areas. Directed movers have no incentive to move from desirable habitats and avoid this cost, which may be overemphasized in discussions of habitat fragmentation for some species.
Dealing with risk. Random and directed movers deal with risk differently. Random movement allows a species to spread its bets by distributing offspring broadly across habitat patches that experience contrasting environmental conditions. Directed movers invest their offspring in those habitats currently enjoying propitious conditions. The degree of autocorrelation in environmental fluctuations determines the relative success of these two strategies.
Spatial spread. If random movers persist anywhere, then eventually they come to permeate entire landscapes. Directed movers are restricted to source patches. Local information constraints on directed movers further limit their geographic ranges and introduce an important role for history in determining their distributions. These implications for range sizes have knock-on effects for biodiversity. Random movers maintain biodiversity through local coexistence, while directed movements favors a spatial partitioning of species.
While we emphasize differences between random and directed movement, there are also important commonalities. For example, a small amount of movement of either type offers advantages over sedentary lifestyles by reducing extinction risk, increasing the probability of invasion success, and so forth.
Models and Assumptions
Our aim is to compare the phenomenological consequences of different movement behaviors for population and community dynamics. In this first treatment, we focus on qualitative rather than quantitative predictions, on obtaining a breadth of coverage, and on readily generalizable results. We employ the simplest models that illustrate relevant dynamics, and there is considerable scope for extending the work.
Several spatial scales determine the specification of assumptions. These include the dispersal distance of species and the scale over which significant gradients in environmental conditions are found (Ims and Hjermann 2001) . For our directed movement assumption, we must also consider the information scale, which determines the distance over which individuals can appraise the quality of nearby habitats (Lima and Zollner 1996) . While the immediate perceptive ability of individuals can be rather limited (Harrison 1989; Zollner and Lima 1997) , species employ a variety of strategies to increase the scale of their information acquisition and improve the amount and quality of information they receive. These strategies include exploratory probing of the surrounding landscape (Larsen and Boutin 1994) , exploiting public information sources (Doligez et al. 2002) , and relying on indirect cues to signify habitat quality, ones that are more readily assessed such as the presence of conspecifics (Stamps 1994) . In this first treatment, we assumed that habitat patches were roughly contiguous, that dispersal occurred over comparable spatial scales to significant environmental gradients, and that information on the quality of adjacent habitats was also available over these scales. These assumptions are only appropriate for certain circumstances and species and must be relaxed to extrapolate the results more broadly.
In the simulations of fluctuating environments, we assumed that spatially independent variations in environmental conditions were superimposed on the mean fitness gradient. Therefore, two spatial scales of environmental variation are relevant. One concerns long-term, persistent differences between habitats, and the other addresses short-term variability. Whether the assumption of spatial independence of the short-term fluctuations is appropriate depends on the nature of microclimatic variation. We repeated the simulations varying the level of spatial correlation. Our conclusions regarding the trends in species characteristics with increasing dispersiveness appear robust, but the relative importance of the different findings can change. The more positively correlated the fluctuations, the less additional influence the type of dispersal exerts on top of the underlying dynamics. If both habitats experience very similar fluctuations, there is little added benefit or cost to risk spreading by random movement or targeting one's bets via directed movement, because the fitnesses in the two patches vary in step with one another.
In the metacommunity simulations, the scale of environmental variation was increased relative to the dispersal distance by increasing the amount of spatial correlation in the interaction coefficients and dominance relations. This change had a similar effect on biodiversity to reducing the total number of sites. For both movement assumptions, regional diversity declined. However, for random movement, g diversity declined because local species richness decreased, but for directed movement, it diminished because community similarity increased.
Directed movement differs from random movement in that it is both conditional and characterized by a directional bias. There also remains much scope for examining the implications of conditional but nondirectional movement (Ims and Hjermann 2001) . Such models would be required when the information scale was smaller than the scales of dispersal or environmental variation. For example, suitable habitat patches may be widely separated, and a classical metapopulation representation may be needed. While patch-leaving decisions could depend on local conditions and the state of the individual in this case, no information would be available regarding the suitability of potential settlement sites. For example, these conditional, nondirectional movements have been observed in melitaeine butterfly metapopulations (Thomas and Singer 1987; Boughton 2000; Hanski et al. 2002) . Ruxton and Rohani (1998) examine the potential for this type of movement to stabilize local and global population dynamics in a homogenous environment. With an appropriate emigration threshold (i.e., emigrate only if ), conditional, w ! 1 nondirectional movement would allow a species to avoid the costs of persistent emigration from good habitats that arises with unconditional movement. It may require an elevated emigration threshold (i.e., emigrate only if w ! ) for such a movement strategy to allow a species to 1 ϩ e explore the entire landscape and to prevent it from being restricted to local fitness peaks. Population dynamic consequences of unconditional, directional movements like advection are also not yet well understood (see Armsworth and Bode 1999; Armsworth 2002; James et al. 2002) .
To simplify this first generation of models, we assumed there was no additional cost to dispersal or information collection. Even when restricting attention to relatively contiguous patches, such costs could potentially be important. For dispersers, these costs could either take the form of increased mortality or reduced fecundity and growth. Extending the simulations to include increased dispersal mortality reduces the success rate of both movement strategies. However, such costs impact random movers more heavily, because these individuals experience the dispersal cost every generation, while directed movers only experience it when a significant fitness gradient provides an incentive to move. In reformulating the directed movement models to include dispersal costs, one must determine whether movement decisions are conditional only on the fitness gradient itself or on the adjusted fitness differential that accounts for the expected costs of dis- (Delibes et al. 2001; Schlaepfer et al. 2002) .
To highlight contrasts between the movement assumptions, we compare purely random and directed movement. Of course, species will neither be completely unresponsive to the environment nor will their movements perfectly track fitness gradients. Rather, different species will fall somewhere along a spectrum between these extremes, and their movements will comprise both random and directed components (and sometimes also advective ones). When random and directed movement components are combined, the results will cease to arise as either/or dichotomies, and will instead be more gradual, representing continua of change. For example, adding a small amount of random movement to a predominantly directed movement strategy will result in some immigration into sink habitats. This has the potential to allow a population to escape a local fitness peak to discover more distant source areas, thereby circumventing the local information constraint that inhibits purely directed movers. The greater the contribution of random movement, the less likely is the species to have a localized range distribution but the higher the associated emigration cost.
Similarly, combining random and directed movement could have implications for our hypothesis that random movers maintain g diversity by maintaining a diversity, while directed movement instead supports it through b diversity. However, we believe that if the models are correctly interpreted, our prediction will remain robust. In the models, N i is a continuous variable. If this variable is interpreted as a deterministic population density, then species richness will prove too coarse a measure to detect the relevant pattern, but a biodiversity index that accounted for the relative abundance of species would again demonstrate the balance between local diversity and community dissimilarity and its dependence on the relative contribution of random and directed movement. Alternatively, N i could be interpreted as a probability density of occupancy averaged across an infinitely large assemblage of replicate realizations, in which case, for any particular realization, species richness may continue to provide a sufficiently accurate metric of biodiversity to detect the relevant balance between a and b diversity, once we account for the discreteness of individuals.
It is intriguing to ask what will determine the balance of random and directed movement components for a particular species. Certainly directed movement requires more sophisticated sensory capabilities than random movement. Within a species' sensory constraints, we hypothesize that often there will be an optimal balance of random and directed movement, because there are pros and cons to each movement strategy in all but the simplest environments even when information gathering is not costly. There are important analogues here to mathematical optimization theory and population genetics. In both areas, it has long been known that a strict gradient climbing approach can pin a solution at a peak that is locally, but not globally, optimal. Also, it is known that while an occasional injection of a small amount of error in gradient climbing can help the solution break out from local peaks, excessive and per- , d) , and g diversity (e, f ) after 3,000 years in 20-patch competitive metacommunities that initially contained 30 species. The a diversity is the mean number of species in a patch, and g diversity is the total number of species in the system. The b diversity is computed as the ratio of g over a diversity. Type I: for a, c, e, interaction coefficients are randomly sampled from a normal distribution with mean 1 and . sistent errors serve only to displace the solution from the global optimum once it has been found. Such ideas are built into numerical optimization routines (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983; Sumida et al. 1989 ) and lie at the heart of Wright's shifting balance theory in genetics (Bergman et al. 1995; Coyne et al. 1997 ). In the same way, a small amount of random movement will offer benefits to a species in terms of overcoming the local information constraint that would limit purely directed movers, especially during the early stages of population growth. However, too much random movement is ultimately costly, because it leads to net emigration from good habitats.
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Empirical Prospects
It will be challenging to design experiments that determine the degree to which movements of a species must be considered random or directed when examining population and community dynamics. A design must distinguish biased movement toward favorable habitat from unbiased movement into all habitats followed by selective mortality in lower quality sites. The strongest evidence of directed movement comes from studies of movement over relatively short (within generation) timescales (e.g., Banks et al. 1988; Doncaster et al. 2001) . While these results are striking, they do not imply that random movement is inadequate as a description of movement over larger spatial and temporal scales. The most compelling evidence for distinguishing random and directed movement will come from studies that connect multiple data sources, that demonstrate first that the nature of dispersal is critical to explaining long-term dynamics, and that then go on to quantify movement patterns, perhaps using mark-recapture techniques or radio telemetry. MacCallum et al. (1998) bring together these complementary lines of evidence to demonstrate the importance of directed movement in maintaining a clinal mosaic in a Bombina complex. Our models predict that the movement types lend themselves to different patterns of biodiversity maintenance and therefore that the partitioning of regional diversity into a and b diversity should vary systematically across taxonomic groups, which also provides a readily testable prediction. Wind-dispersed plant communities would maintain biodiversity through local coexistence of species, whereas vertebrate assemblages should be structured more by a spatial partitioning of species. This hypothesis is suggested both by the simple analytical models as well as for two distinct forms of speciose competitive metacommunities for a broad range of interaction coefficients.
Conclusion
Almost all theoretical work on the consequences of dispersal assumes that organismal movements are unconditional and nondirectional. Despite the ubiquity of this assumption, it only describes one component of dispersal, and the neglected component of directed movement will be more important for many species. Key predictions regarding the dynamics of populations and communities are overturned when movement is represented as a directional and conditional response of individuals to varying environmental conditions.
